
SUBURBS RISING

A birth of new building typology that caters to every basic need in 
our daily routine with respect to new post pandemic challenges.

Economists said “Sell City, Buy Suburb”, We say “Infuse Suburb in 
the city”.

Our organism creates the sense of openness people valued but 
forgot, By weaving public spaces of “Live, Work, Learn, Play ” while 
adding a sense of safety much needed in the post-Covid era.

SELECT
Prime Location

ACTIVATE
Negative Space

DATUM
London Urban Heights

ENTWINE
Masses for Dynamics

BEACON
Future Post-Pandemic

CARVE
From Body Envelope

INFUSE
Suburbs to The City

WELCOME
Giving Back to Community

ULTIMATE
Revolution

CREATE
Future Design & Urban

ADAPT
Location Flexibility

THESIS

Covid hit the world at all Life aspects ( Social life / work life / Education / Breakout 
Time )
-	 Humankind	retreated	to	a	tight	bubble	/	shell	that	we	try	to	fit	all	our	life	routine	
inside.
-	 The	result	affected	mental	health	&	tested	it’s	psychological	limits	as	all	our	
needs	are		fulfilled	in	same	safe	space	“	Our	Home	became	our	World	“.
- Social Distancing became a problematic byproduct of the pandemic.
-					Pre-Pandemic	commute	situation	already	put	a	strain	on	people’s	lives	even	
before the added safety regulations of public transportation during Pandemic.

Design Response

- Our New Haven responds to all challenges that the pandemic poses & London 
urban height limitations, By creating a New Home “New World” where Living,Work-
ing,Learning,Playing co-exist in same place with added sense of safety.
- The way world expected to life post pandemic is a strict isolation 2m Bubble as 
a safe space, In reality People expanded the radius of the bubble to include others 
with similar behavior to their safe life style . “2m turns to 12m”
- Our Building weaves all of our life basic needs into one community that share 
similar behavior within their typical daily routine “12m turns to 200m”

- London heights fabric ranges between 8-10 stories buildings & cluster-
ing the high rises together, Our organism stands as the beacon of the future 
post-pandemic Architecture infused with future urbanism, As it takes a plot in 
the heart of the city but gives more suburb spaces than a regular use of the plot.
-	 With	a	flexible	design	the	revolutions	can	be	less	or	more	depending	on	the	
skyline & location fabric of the plot.

- Site & climate : The orientation &  of the building is responsive to the site, sur-
roundings and climatic conditions. 
-    Passive Design : The external shading responds to orientation and minimize 
unwanted solar gains from the south. 
-	 Planning	for	change	:	Each	floorplate	is	designed	for	flexibility	to	ensure	that	
the function and load in each space, can be adapted to future use. 
-	 Environmental	Systems	:	The	fully	air	conditioned	building	uses	energy	effi-
cient HVAC systems  and heat recovery. Chilled beams providing cooling in of-
fice	areas,	with	fully	zoned	BMS	control	for	individual	comfort	control.	All	lighting	
is both BMS and daylit controlled. 
- Water : Rainwater is harvested on site and used for non-potable water re-
quirements.	Water	efficient	fixtures	and	fittings	are	used	throughout	the	building
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Pre-Pandemic Era 
Social Bubble

Pandemic Era 
2.0m Bubble

Post-Pandemic Era 
200m Bubble

EVERYTHING FOR THE EVERYMAN

PERCIEVE
Square Mile 360 Views


